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Formal ViewFormal View

{M}{M}KK



Goals:Goals:

 How to convert between the formal viewHow to convert between the formal view
and the computational view.and the computational view.

 Proving equivalence impliesProving equivalence implies
indistinguishabilityindistinguishability..



ExpressionsExpressions

EXPEXP
M,N M,N ::=::=    expressions   expressions

KK key (for key (for KK  εε  KeysKeys))

ii bit (for bit (for ii  εε  BoolBool))

((M,NM,N)) pairpair

  {M}{M}KK  encryption (for encryption (for K K εε  KeysKeys))

Formal View



EXPEXP  ExampleExample

({{(0,K({{(0,K’’)})}KK} } KK’’,K),K)

Formal View



Cyclic Expression

Formal View

({K’}K,{K}K’ )



Acyclic ExpressionAcyclic Expression

Formal View

({K}K’ , {0}K)x



EquivalenceEquivalence

Two expressions are said to be equivalent ifTwo expressions are said to be equivalent if
they have the same patterns:they have the same patterns:

MM    ≡≡  NN  if and only if   if and only if patternpattern ( (MM ) =  ) = pattern pattern ((NN ) )

Formal View



PatternPattern
Equivalent to Equivalent to ExpExp, but with the inclusion of, but with the inclusion of

the      symbol.the      symbol.

            - represents a - represents a ciphertext ciphertext that anthat an
attacker cannot decrypt.attacker cannot decrypt.

Formal View
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Formal View

{K{K11}}KK22
({         }K3

 , K3){0}K1≡≡



Equivalent up to RenamingEquivalent up to Renaming

Two expressions are said to be equivalentTwo expressions are said to be equivalent
up to renaming if there exists a up to renaming if there exists a bijectionbijection,,
σσ, on , on KeysKeys..

M M == N  N  if and only if M  if and only if M ≡≡ N Nσσ

Formal View

~



({0}({0}K K , K) = ({0}, K) = ({0}KK’’  , K, K’’))

Formal View

~



RecapRecap

Formal ViewFormal View

ExpressionExpression       Patterns      Patterns

  Acyclic  Acyclic  Cyclic  Cyclic  Equivalent           Equivalent up Equivalent           Equivalent up
                 to renaming                 to renaming



Computational ViewComputational View

Encryption Scheme: Encryption Scheme: ΠΠ ( (K, K, εε  , D), D)

  K:   K: Parameter x Coins     KeyParameter x Coins     Key

εε :  : Key x String x Coins      Key x String x Coins      CiphertextCiphertext
D: D: Key x String    PlaintextKey x String    Plaintext

where Parameter is represented by where Parameter is represented by ηη



EnsembleEnsemble

A collection of distributions on stringsA collection of distributions on strings

D D = {= {DDηη}}

Computational View



IndistinguishableIndistinguishable

D D’

X

≈

If an adversary cannot tell what set x is from

 then D and D’ are indistinguishable.

Computational View



Attributes of Secure EncryptionAttributes of Secure Encryption
SchemesSchemes

 Repetition Concealing/ RevealingRepetition Concealing/ Revealing

 Which-key Concealing/ RevealingWhich-key Concealing/ Revealing

 Message-length Concealing/ RevealingMessage-length Concealing/ Revealing

Computational View



Repetition Concealing/RevealingRepetition Concealing/Revealing

 Given Given c=Ec=Ekk(x)(x) and  and d=d=EEkk(x)(x)

 Can you tell whetherCan you tell whether  the plaintext x is thethe plaintext x is the

same in both instances?same in both instances?

Computational View



Which Key Concealing/RevealingWhich Key Concealing/Revealing

 Given Given c=Ec=Ekk(x)(x) and  and d=d=EEkk’’(x)(x)

 Can you tell whether k and Can you tell whether k and kk’’  are theare the

same?same?

Computational View



Message LengthMessage Length
Concealing/RevealingConcealing/Revealing

 Given Given c=Ec=Ekk(x)(x) and  and d=d=EEkk(y)(y)

 Can you tell whether x and y are theCan you tell whether x and y are the

same length?same length?

Computational View



Security TypesSecurity Types

 Represented as a 3-bit binary number, whereRepresented as a 3-bit binary number, where
concealing = 0 bit  and revealing = 1 bitconcealing = 0 bit  and revealing = 1 bit

Example:Example:

type-0 :  000 type-0 :  000 Repetition, Which-key and Repetition, Which-key and 
Message-length ConcealingMessage-length Concealing

type-3 :  011 type-3 :  011 Repetition concealing, Which-Key andRepetition concealing, Which-Key and
Message-length RevealingMessage-length Revealing

Computational View



Type-n AdvantageType-n Advantage

Computational View

Good Box

Bad Box

Oracle

m

εε
KK (m)(m)

εε KK(garbage)

(garbage)

Oracle

response



type-0 Security Advantagetype-0 Security Advantage

Computational View

Oracle

m
Oracle

response

εεK K (m)(m) ,  , εεKK’’  (m)(m)

εεK K (0)(0) ,  , εεKK(0)(0)

εεK K (m)(m)  oror  εεKK’’  (m)(m)

εε K K (0)(0)  oror  εε KK(0
)(0)



type-1 Security Advantagetype-1 Security Advantage

Computational View

Oracle

m
Oracle

response

εεK K (m)(m) ,  , εεKK’’  (m)(m)

εεK K (0(0|m||m|)) ,  , εεKK(0(0|m||m|))

εεK K (m)(m)  oror  εεKK’’  (m)(m)

εε K K (0(0
|m||m| ))  oror  εε KK(0(0

|m||m| ))



type-3 Security Advantagetype-3 Security Advantage

Computational View

Oracle

m
Oracle

response

εεK K (m)(m)

εεK K (0(0|m||m|))

εεK K (m)(m)

εεK K (0(0
|m||m| ))



CTR mode is whichCTR mode is which––key concealing,key concealing,
message length revealing, repetitionmessage length revealing, repetition

concealingconcealing

 Which-key, repetitionWhich-key, repetition
 Cannot tell Cannot tell psuedorandompsuedorandom

function from a random functionfunction from a random function
 Ciphertext Ciphertext length islength is  same assame as

plaintextplaintext

Computational View



Hiding Message length for CTR?Hiding Message length for CTR?

 Make the plaintext some fixed lengthMake the plaintext some fixed length
 Then the plaintext is encryptedThen the plaintext is encrypted

Computational View



RecapRecap
Computational ViewComputational View

Encryption Scheme: Encryption Scheme: ΠΠ ( (K, K, εε  , D), D)

Repetition         Which-Key       Message-lengthRepetition         Which-Key       Message-length

Concealing            RevealingConcealing            Revealing

AdvantageAdvantage



Bridging the GapBridging the Gap

Relating the two views of CryptographyRelating the two views of Cryptography

Step 1. Associate an ensemble to anStep 1. Associate an ensemble to an
expression expression MM, given an encryption scheme , given an encryption scheme ΠΠ..

Step 2. ProvingStep 2. Proving
equivalent expression implies indistinguishable ensemblesequivalent expression implies indistinguishable ensembles



Expression -> EnsembleExpression -> Ensemble
Given:Given:

 formal expression  formal expression M M εε  EXPEXP
 encryption scheme  encryption scheme ΠΠ ( (K, E, D)K, E, D)

Then:Then:

          

M

M

ΠΠ[[ηη]]

ΠΠ

• Distribution of strings

• Ensemble

Bridging the Gap



Formal expressionFormal expression

KEY Pair
(X,Y)

{M}K Bool

 mapped to bits Mapped to corresponding bits used
to represent True or False

M is fed back in

Each expression in the pair is
separated and fed in to the
algorithm individually

Bridging the Gap



Formal expressionFormal expression

KEY Pair {M}K Bool

Bridging the Gap

{true}K
K

K

{{true}K,K}

({true}K,K)

{true}K
{true}K

{true}K

true

true

1

K

({true}K,K)



The TheoremThe Theorem

““LetLet M and N be acyclic expressions and let M and N be acyclic expressions and let
ΠΠ be a type-0 secure encryption scheme. be a type-0 secure encryption scheme.
Suppose that M = N. ThenSuppose that M = N. Then

                                                                                ““

Bridging the Gap

~

M ΠΠ N ΠΠ≈

Proof to come….stay tuned…..


